MEMORANDUM CIRCULAR NO. 2020-013

FOR: Economic Zone Locator Enterprises
Residual Waste Haulers
Economic Zone Administrators, Managers, and OICs

FROM: BGen CHARITO B. PLAZA MNSA, PhD
Director General

SUBJECT: Temporary Closure of the Sanitary Landfill Facility of Wacuman Incorporated

DATE: 11 March 2020

All concerned Residual Waste Haulers (please see attached list) are advised to coordinate with the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR) Regional Offices for Sanitary Landfill Facilities (SLF) that are operational and with good standing and to coordinate with the Philippine Economic Zone Authority – Environmental Safety Group (PEZA–ESG) for the amendment of their Certificate of Registration (COR) by presenting the following documents:

A. Notarized Agreement to Dispose with a Disposal Facility (i.e. SLF or Alternative Technology Facility [ATF]);

B. Environmental Compliance Certificate (ECC) if SLF, and/or, verification/validation report from Department of Science and Technology – Industrial Technology Development Institute (DOST-ITDI) if ATF; and,

C. Processing fee of P 120.00.

The requirement is due to Wacuman Incorporated's SLF temporary closure for an indefinite period due to non-issuance of the Mayor’s Permit from the Office of the Mayor of Norzagaray, Bulacan. Wacuman Incorporated also received a Notice of Violation from the DENR.

In this regard, transport of waste shall not be allowed until such time that all concerned Residual Waste Haulers have amended their CORs.

For further inquiries, please send an email to PEZA - ESG at ensd@peza.gov.ph or call telephone number (+632) 8551-6561.

For information and strict compliance of all concerned.
R.J.K.A. Trading
R.M. Casas Co., Inc.
R.S. Vergara Trading
RDCJM Trading
Renato B. Plan Trading (RBP Trading)
RM Maintenance Services
RMN Junkshop
RRMJ Trading
RSD Trading
Ruben P. Mercado (RPM) Mini Trading
RV Cabrera Trading
Ryan & Renzo Trading
Samiano-Alcantara Enterprises
San Sebastian Scrap and Junk Shop
Sayram Trading
Smacaranas General Merchandise
Solar Venture General Merchandise
Something Nice Environmental, Corp.
SRDR SCRAPS WHOLESALING
T.D.L. Trading
Tehillah Joy Trading
TMM Trading
Tres Hijos Trading
Samiano-Alcantara Enterprises
V.A. Murillo Trading
V.R. Cardama Enterprises
VAG Trading
Vibe's Trading
Wacuman Incorporated
WBOBIS Trading
Wilfredo P. Nuñez Mini Trading
Zephrika'3 Trading
ZND Trading
PEZA Residual Waste Haulers with Wacuman Sanitary Landfill as its final disposal facility.

009 San Jose Trading
Algama Trading
AST Trading
B. A. Nielo Enterprises
Bee Cool Trading
Bejho's Trading
BIMA Enterprises
Brizkiehl Trading
Bulitog Trading
C & S Junkshop
C. R. GABRIEL TRADING
C.C. Arenal Trading
Calibuyo Trading
Cavite Star Trading
CJBC Trading
Columbian Petroleum Products Trading
CTI Trading
Daijobu Trading
Diamond Dram Enterprises
Domer Trading
Donarc Trading
E. C. Manas Trading
E.G. Cerdeñola Trading
E.M. Arguson Trading
Eastward Trading
Eco Safe Hazmat Treatment Inc.
Edenburgh Trading
EL Acjainer Trucking
EM-JIE Corporation
ERNesto Gabriel TRADING
ESB Trading
Fil-Best Metal Trading Inc.
Forlife Trading & Services
FRILCO PHILIPPINES CORPORATION
G & E Merchandise
G. V. GONZAGA TRADING
Gee Sonn Dolores No Lucky Trading
GF CABRERA ENTERPRISE
Globaltec Waste Management, Inc.
Greenergie Corporation
Greenwaste Technology, Inc.
Gustavo D. Gonzales Junk Shop
Halayhay Trading
J.L.L. Trading
JAN CV4 Trading
JC Bonilla Enterprise
JE8 Trading
Jernelle Junkshop
Jhazmyxed Trading
JMEF-X Trading
Jonathan Renuella Trading
Jontrix Trading
Junamae Enterprises
Kapt. 007 Trading
Kaye Sam Trading
KEI's Junkshop
Ken-Ann Enterprises
King Armstrong Trading
Kulay's Trading
Larazi Junkshop
LM Ruiz Trading
M.S.L. Tarucan Trading
M.V.D. Recyclable Materials Buy and Sell
Macabata Trading
Malamig Eagle Enterprises
Mamic Trading
MB Delfin Enterprise
MGC's Trading
Micoxyjane Scrap Trading
Mislizz Trading
Monina and Kevin Trading
Mt. Buntis Trading
New Parbuilt Construction & Services Corporation
Nida P. Ignacio (NPI) Trading
Nocedos Trading
NSE Compact Trading
NYP Trading
Oasis Recycling and Recovery Management Corp.
Orange Wined Trading
Oscar and Adoracion Trading
OSCPJ Enterprises
Our Lady of Salvation Trading
Pat & Pam Trading
PCAR Enterprises
Petromine (M) SDN. BHD. Branch Office
Primero's Trading
Prince Jude Trading
Prince-Chan Scrap Paper Company
Pure Alloy Trading Incorporated
R.G. Chua Enterprises Inc.